
APOS  Insight
Deep BI System Knowledge

Maintaining the integrity of your SAP BusinessObjects environment and infrastructure 
is critical.

The APOS Insight solution provides the system metrics, impact analysis, performance 
analytics, and many other capabilities you need to optimize your BI environment 
and infrastructure, to establish complete confidence in your content, and to ensure 
industry-specific regulatory compliance. 

Because APOS Insight tracks SAP BusinessObjects from outside the system, using both 
statistical and functional server analysis, you can count on it to provide a consistent, 
reliable, and deep view of your system’s health.

APOS Insight’s enhanced metadata management, predictive system analytics and 
failure prevention, and threshold-based alerts help you to streamline administrative 
and management processes and to sustain infrastructure and content reliability. 
Achieve deep system visibility, superior system tuning and optimization, and maximum 
availability with APOS Insight.     

• 

Detailed System Metadata Management & System Monitoring for 
Effective SAP BI Management

Well Managed BI

System Content Analysis

• Report Inventory
• Report Catalog
• Report Documentation

Security Analysis

• Security Structure
• Security Changes

System Usage Analysis

• License and Session
• User Activity
• Report and Dashboard Usage Pattern

System Change Auditing

• Report structure changes
• Universe structure changes
• Security changes 

Impact Analysis

• Reports, universe, business views
• Epic Upgrades

BI Platform Monitoring

• Processes and services
• Schedule and Instances
• Performance and functional monitoring

Operating Enviroment  Monitoring

• Memory, CPU
• Event Log
• Database
• Website
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APOS Insight
Deep BI System Knowledge

Formed in 1992, APOS Systems is a global 

provider of solutions which enable well 

managed business intelligence. 

APOS solutions improve the return on your 

BI investment through enhanced BI platform 

management, providing: automated and 

simplified administration; detailed platform 

auditing and monitoring; robust archive, 

backup and restore capabilities;  automated 

report testing; enhanced content publishing 

and distribution; detailed BI query awareness 

and controls; simplified enterprise data 

connectivity; and targeted solutions to speed 

and streamline your platform migrations.

APOS solutions simplify, automate, 

complement and extend your BI platform 

management practices.

APOS Insight ‑Delivering Well Managed BI
Meet the BI information, governance and compliance needs of 
stakeholders across your organization through:

 ● Impact Analysis ‑ know which reports will be affected by changes to 
database fields, universes, etc. 

 ● Security Structure Management ‑ identify vulnerabilities and manage 
organizational change.

 ● Intelligent Alerts ‑ configure alerts to be triggered by metadata audit 
information

 ● Functional System Monitoring ‑ improve response times and SLA 
compliance

 ● Change Management ‑ support your organization’s internal 
governance processes and workflows.

 ● License Management ‑employ usage analysis to optimize license 
distribution.

 ● System Resource Management ‑ identify and resolve system 
bottlenecks and inefficiencies.

 ● System Planning ‑ optimize system growth while reducing technical 
debt.

 ● Report Catalogs and Documentation ‑ automate report inventory 
and documentation generation for efficient content management and 
migration and upgrade planning.

 ● Web Application Server Audit ‑ use real-time monitoring and historical 
audit to gain granular visibility into user activities.

 ● Real‑Time Access to CMS Data ‑ configure dashboards and reports to 
display live data from CMS tables for accurate system status information.

 ● Offline Historical Analysis ‑ record information about transactions 
against, and the occurrence of changes to, SAP BI objects, including 
reports, universes, security and Analysis for Office.

 ● Multi‑Tenancy Support ‑ audit report usage metadata for tenants for 
efficient system planning and management, and accurate chargebacks.

 ● Financial Reporting & Audit ‑ achieve financial reporting compliance 
and internal control governance.

 ● EHR Upgrades ‑ increase the speed and accuracy of upgrade rollouts.

Tailored APOS Insight Solution Packages
APOS Insight’s modular construction means flexible deployment to meet 
your specific well managed BI needs. We can tailor a solution package to 
give you the deep visibility you need to optimize your SAP BusinessObjects 
environment and infrastructure.


